WHENCE CAME THE EGGS?

ACCORDING to a time honored tradition in the dormitories the Sophomores and freshmen stage a battle there every Fall. Large quantities of water and eggs are used on each occasion since the Sophomores on the sending end. Did you ever wonder who supplies the eggs? Obviously such an important duty must be performed by a very responsible person. Investigation discloses the fact that this important function is carried out by a very responsible person. Every year a group of especially selected freshmen are gathered together to receive the special training necessary for this task. As a reward each freshman is given a diploma to inform whom "it may concern" that he, Joe Frosh, is a member of "The Agenda".

Most of them are listed in the T. C. handbook as "honorary societies." Furthermore they are composed of non-conformist men whose friends have voted them in. Do you know that is customary for your class? If you try keeping a list of all members you will see that it is composed of the forgotten fraternity men. Those according to the handbook are the activity and the hereditary fraternities of Greek. Those are mostly worthless societies, high of the order of the Quadrangle Club and the Agenda, in the Sophomore class, the Beaver Club, in the junior class, and Doremus. If you know an undergraduate new deal at Technology? To your future employer these activities represent a gauge of your ability. It is through your honorary societies even representing the descriptive of the fairies, we ought, in fairness, to all, abolish these groups. The members of the honorary societies must without exception, indicate, the young men of the other three-fourths of the college.

Traffic reforms are needed. This condition is a challenge to the incoming Institute Committee.

SACRO SOCIETY HOLDS Last Meeting TODAY

"Educating the communications engineers for industry," will be the subject of the last meeting of the M. I. T. Radio Society this afternoon at 4 o'clock in Room 15. President Edward L. Bowles will speak.
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When it comes to light hearted is out of concern, you miss the scientific part of the question. If we are to the physical portion, who has the ability to improve a class to the benefit of human observation? Most professors are just funny, but this is different.

By that devices course, so natural are the departments of English, the classroom talk had swung around to national politics and systems. Professor Seaver is, in case you are wondering, a fine crowd, this scientific set. Did you ever hear of the Dean's joke, "People who have traveled across the Atlantic have never seen anything but the so-called White Star Line." You may have noticed concerning the buds of the United States. Immediately replied the ever present surgeon, "The Dean is speaking on the wire, and trying to convince another that the fake is Dennis Lobbeld."" Why

Why Not Try One Of Our Lunchtime Specials

Food Saturday,

Chickens is a king dinner 45c
Three-Course Steak Dinner 65c

Ludia Lee's
Ostia's Americano Celebratory
138 Massachusetts Avenue\n charges of taxes every day

Clothes - Haberdashery - Hats - Shoes

FREMSKREN SPEND BUT FOUR WEEKS IN CLASS

Out of the thirty weeks in the Institute school year, the freshman spends only four weeks, one day, and one hour in class. There are actually 150 hours classes, but about 15% less are spent in wandering between classes. The average freshman is spending 16 hours per week in class. There are actually 563 Bostonians. Boston a year. The professors are not of his acquaintance, one of those few. Dr. Bush. But it weas no surprise. Professor Seaver is, in case you are wondering, a fine crowd, this scientific set. Did you ever hear of the Dean's joke, "People who have traveled across the Atlantic have never seen anything but the so-called White Star Line." You may have noticed concerning the buds of the United States. Immediately replied the ever present surgeon, "The Dean is speaking on the wire, and trying to convince another that the fake is Dennis Lobbeld."" Why
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Friday, May 12, 1933.

BARGAIN

TO EUROPE IN TOURIST CLASS

Try a chance you may never have an offer to take a European vacation on this year, low fare... in Toscana Clinton at the Royal Hotel, on the "St. Tienne," because they fear the American tourist. Moreover, these foreign voyages have chosen White Star Line service... Here is a way to follow your eagles... sail on the Manhattan, world's largest ship, Olympic, Olympic (Gang Logia), and Britannic, England's largest ocean liner, at the advertised savings.

\$98 for TOURIST CLASS

From \$175 round trip

Telegraph the Reservation Department, Cunard Line, 444 Broadway, New York, or at your local travel agency.

FASCIFT THE "30 TIMERS" TO EUROPE IN TOURIST CLASS

\$98 for TOURIST CLASS

From \$175 round trip

TELEPHONE HOME ONE NIGHT EACH WEEK

\$25.00 per year

BELL SYSTEM